MULTIPLIERS OF TYPE (p,p) AND MULTIPLIERS OF THE GROUP Z^-ALGEBRAS

KELLY MCKENNON
Let G be a locally compact group with left Haar measure λ and suppose 1 ^ p < oo. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit an isometric isomorphism ω of the Banach algebra M p of all right multipliers on L p = L P (G, X) into the normed algebra m p of all right multipliers on the group L p -algebra L ρ . When G is either commutative or compact, ω is surjective. For / e L p , the number given by either (3) or (4) will be written as \\f\\l. The function || \\ p so defined is a norm under which L\ is a normed algebra. This normed algebra will be referred to as the group L p -algebra. By a right multiplier on L p will be meant a bounded linear operator T on L p such that
The set of all such T, which constitutes a normed algebra under the usual operator norm, will be written as m p . Write S5p for the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on L p . An operator Te$8p is said to be a right multiplier of type (p } p) (see [3] ) if
where x h(y) = h(xy) for each function h on G. The set of all such T will be written as M p . It is a complete sub-algebra of 95 P . The group Z^-algebra was utilized in [6] 
111^,11
The closure in 3% of the linear span of the set {W f * g :feL p , ge CL} will be written as A p . It is a Banach algebra with a minimal left approximate identity ( [6] , Theorem 3). Concrete interpretations of both A p and L p , in the cases where G is either commutative or compact, may be found in [6] . It will be mentioned here only that L\ is the group algebra L λ and that L\ is the group Hubert algebra (see [1] and [2] for example). PROPOSITION 
Let T be in M p and f and g be in L p . Then
Proof. Part (i) was proved in the corollary to Theorem 4 in [6] . Let g be in U p . By (i),
By (4), this implies that T(g) is in L\.
Let again g be in L p and choose a sequence {/»} in CL which converges to / in L p . Then lim \\f n *g -f*g\\ P = 0 and, in view of (ii) , Consequently, 
Thus lim || T°W fn (h) -[p(V)](h) ||, = 0 and so lim || g*(Γo W fn {h)) -g*[p(V)](h) ||, = 0
for each geC*. But, by (9),
lim ||0*(7W /% (fc)) -ίr (T(7(A))) ||, -0 for all g e CL-It follows that g*[p(V)](h) = βr*(Γ(F(λ))) for all ^ e By Lemma 1, this yields that = T(V(h)) .
Now
ToV(h) \\ P -|| [p(V)](h) II, = lim = lim || A*Γ(/.) II, ^ || Λ||, E5
n n (since || h\\ p ^ 1 and because of (8) Proof. Let ε be any positive number. Since A p is a Banach algebra with a minimal left approximate identity, Cohen's factorization theorem ([5] 32 26) implies that there exist P and S in A p such that||P|| = l, ||S-V\\ <ε, and V = PS. Thus, ε ||/||p and, by Lemma 2, 
\\T(V(f))\\ P = \\ToP(S(f))\\ p
It follows that || T(V(f)) \\
Proof. That ω is well-defined follows from Proposition 1. That ω is an isomorphism is evident when it is noted that L ρ is a dense subset of L p .
Let T be an arbitrary element of m p . It follows from Proposition 2 and Lemma 3 that there exists a unique operator 
S(h*V(f)) = S(V(h*f)) = T(V(h*f))
By Lemmas 3 and 4, this implies that S is in M p . Consequently, ω s (V(h)) = S(F(/0) -Γ(F(fc)) for all heL p and 7eA p .
To complete this proof, it will now suffice to show that a) is an isometry. Let T be in M p . Let / be in L* p and ε a positive number.
Choose g e L p for which || g \\ p ^ 1 and || ω τ {f) \\ p <\\ g*ω τ (f) \\ P + ε. This proves that ||Γ|| = ||ω Γ ||. 
